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THEVILLAGE

A natural Spa-Well deep

beneath the village is our

water source...refresh and

revive.

In an idyllic setting, the private village retreat of Coolbawn Quay

nestles quietly on the eastern shore of Lough Derg with glorious

views overlooking a secluded Marina to the lake beyond.

Quietly understated, with home

from home comforts and hotel style

service. Stay in a village room, a

lakeshore suite or a cosy cottage.

Turf fires

Fresh flowers

Soft throws

Calming candlelight

Peaceful walks

Wellies by the door

stay...

feel the velvet air...
relaxed rustic comfort...

reservations@coolbawnquay.com



This magical lakeshore

retreat can be yours on

the day of your dreams.

Romantic Weddings by the lake in the tented hall of the

Pavilion, with smaller more intimate affairs in the

Drawing Room...elegant and luxurious.

Indulge in our exquisite range of body and

skin treatments, take a cruise or simply

relax in privacy and comfort to watch the

world float by...be cocooned in nature.be pampered...

WEDDINGS

inspire...

EXPERIENCE
Breaking the mould of corporate destinations, Coolbawn Quay offers clients

privacy and intimacy in a relaxed environment. The village provides the

perfect breakout areas for delegates to achieve the ultimate from the event.

Vows on the deck or under the crystal

clear canopy sheltered from the showers.

Family and Friends

Music in the Air

Feast and Celebrate

I do...

MEETINGS & DINING

weddings@coolbawnquay.com meetings@coolbawnquay.com

Meandering paths and lanes lead to the Lakeshore

Bar and Restaurant. Savour the village atmosphere,

the warm welcome and the smell of burning turf,

dinner with friends and colleagues and drinks at

the bar ...the perfect evening.

Wine and Dine
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